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0. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 5 ) we introduced the notion of an R-Krull ring. It turned out that any 
a-Krull ring R is the intersection of quasi-local R-rings Ri which are 
symmetric localizations of R with respect to ui where Y(ai) = P’(R\P,), and 
Pi is a prime ideal of R. If one assumes each ui to be a geometrical kernel 
functor, then the set of these prime ideals Pi equals X’(R), i.e., the set of all 
nonzero minimal prime ideals of R. 
Throughout this note, each ui will be a central kernel functor. In the 
second section, we prove an intrinsic characterization of central R-Krull 
rings (Theorem 2.1). Two conditions in this characterization are similar to 
the characterizing properties in the commutative case whereas a third 
condition is needed in order to make the localized rings local and the 
localizations central. In the final section, we derive a necessary and sufficient 
condition under which R [ T] remains central R-Krull if R is. Moreover, it is 
perhaps interesting to see that this condition may be reduced to the 
algebraicity of certain field extensions. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this note, R will be a prime ring satisfying Formanek’s 
condition , i.e., every nonzero ideal of R intersects C. the center of R. non- 
trivially. In this case, Q,,.,,(R) = {cm ‘Y = rc- ’ 1 r E R. 0 # c E C) is a simple 
ring. Moreover, Q,,,(R)? Q;,,(R) ? Ql;,,(R). where Q;,,,,,(R) denotes the 
localization of the left R-module R with respect to the symmetric filter 
-/(R\O), cf. 111. 12). 
In [S] we defined an L&Krull ring to be a ring R satisfying Formanek’s 
condition such that: 
(1) there exist filters of ideals of R. 2 ‘(ai) (i E /1) such that 
R; = Q;,(R) = (q E Q,,,(R) ) 31 E Y”(ai): Iq c R} 
=Qii(R)= (9EQ,,,(R)131E~~(ai):qlcRJ; 
(2) for all i E /i, Ri is a quasi-local O-ring (cf. [ 12]), i.e., every ideal 
of Ri is a power of the unique maximal ideal P( of Ri : 
(3) R=flis.\Ri; 
(4) for every i E LI and for all Z E J”(aj): RiZ = IRi = Ri: and 
(5) for all r E R there are only finitely many i E /1 such that RrR = 
(r) 6S Y ‘(0;). 
In [5] we proved that Y’?(ai) = YZ(R\Pi), where Pi = PI n R and 
YZ(R\Pi) = (I] Z an ideal of R such that ZGL Pit. In this paper, we will 
assume the extra condition that every ui is a central kernel functor, i.e., 
~‘(0~) has a cofinal set consisting of centrally generated ideals. This is 
equivalent to saying that Z E Y”(ui) iff R(I n C) E Y2(ai). In particular, ui 
is geometric. If R is an R-Krull ring such that, moreover, each ui is a central 
kernel functor, then we say that R is a central fin-Krull ring. In this case, 
Ri=(c~‘rIcEC\Pi.rERt,wherepi=PinC.HenceCi,thecenterofRi, 
equals Q,,(C). Because Ci is a discrete valuation ring (cf. [ 5]), pi has to be a 
prime ideal of C, of height one. Conversely, C being a Krull domain [5] 
yields that every nonzero minimal prime ideal of C has to be a pi for some 
iE LI (cfr. 121, 141). By the definition of Ri, it follows that Pi is the only 
nonzero minimal prime ideal of R lying over pi, yielding a one-to-one 
correspondence between X’(R), the set of all minimal nonzero prime ideals 
of R. and X’(C). 
A ring S is said to be related to R if R c S c Q,,,(R). and if CS c R for 
some nonzero c E C. R is called a symmetric maximal order if there does not 
exist a ring S related to R, except for R itself. 
Recall that a fractional R-ideal I is a twosided R-submodule of Q,,,(R) 
such that clc R for some nonzero c E C. If A and B are subsets of Q,,,(R), 
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we define (A: ,B) = {q E Q,,,,(R) I qB =A I, and (A: 8) = iq E Q,!.,,(R) I 
BqcA}. 
LEMMA 1.1. The following statements are equillalent: 
( 1 ) R is a symmetric maximal order: 
(2) for an]’ ideal I of R (I: ,I) = (I: ,I) = R; and 
(3) for an)? fractional R-ideal I (I: ,Z) = (I: ,.I) = R. 
Proof: (1) * (2): Clearly R c (I: ,I) c Q,,,,(,R). and if 0 # c E Zn C, 
then c(Z: ,.Z) c R whence (I: ,I) = R. Likewise, (I: ,I) = R. 
(2) 2 (3): There exists a nonzero element c E C such that cl c R. 
Because cl is an ideal of R. R = (~1: ,cZ) = (I: J). 
(3) 5 (1): Suppose S is a ring such that R c S c Q,>,,(R) and CS c R 
for some nonzero c E C. Then S is a fractional R-ideal, and (S: +S) = R. 
Because S is a ring we get that S = (S: ,S) = R. 
LEMMA 1.2. If R is a symmetric maximal order in Qsy,(R), and if I is a 
fractional R-ideal. then (R: ,I) = (R: ,I). 
Proof: x E (R: ,Z) iff XZ c R = (I: ,.Z) iff Z,uZ c Z iff IX c (I: ,I) = R. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Zf R is a central D-Krull ring, then R is a symmetric 
maximal order in Q,?,(R ). 
Proof. Let S be a ring such that R c S c Q,,,,(R). and CS c R for some 
nonzero c E C. Note that cS is an ideal of R such that R,cS = cSR;. yielding 
that R ;S = SR ;, because ui is a central kernel functor. For each i E A we 
have that cSR, c Ri. Since each R,-ideal is invertible, we have SR, = 
RiSRi = (cSR;)-‘(cSR;) SR, = (cSRi)--’ cSR, = Ri, whence S c R; for all 
i E A. Therefore S c R. 
If R is a central QKrull ring, we put F(R) to be the set of all fractional R- 
ideals, and r)(R) to be the set of all divisorial ideals, i.e., those fractional R- 
ideals I such that Z = nj R;Z. If Z E F(R). it is a straightforward computation 
to show that (R: I) = ni (Ri: RiZ). Because RiI= Ri for almost all i E/i, 
and using Lemma 2.3 of 151. we obtain that Ri(R:Z) = (R;: R;Z) for all 
iE A. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Zf R is a central GKrull ring. then a fractional R- 
ideal Z is divisorial iff I = (R: (R: I)). 
Proof: Suppose that Z = n RiZ = n (PI)“‘. Then (Ri : R,Z) = (Ri : P,!“‘) = 
p; “1. Hence (R: I) = n (P;)-“1, and therefore Z = (R: (R: I)) = n (P()‘ll. 
Conversely. let Z = (R: (R: I)). Because (R: I) = n (R;: RiZ). we obtain that 
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Z=n(Ri:(Ri:RiZ)). It follows from Lemma2.3 of [5] that Rjf= 
Ri: (Ri: Ril), and therefore I= n RiZ. 
It S and T are rings such that S c T. we say that T has the intersection 
property (i.p.) with respect to S, if any nonzero ideal of T has a nontrivial 
intersection with S. 
LEMMA 1.5. If R is a central a-Krull ring, then the center of R/P, 
Z(R/P). has the i.p. with respect to C/P f7 C for all P E X’(R ). 
Proof. Choose P E X’(R). First we show that R/P satisfies Formanek’s 
condition. Let 0 # (Z/P) be an ideal of R/P, then Z&P. and therefore 
(Zn c) u! (P n C). In particular, (Z/P) n (C/P n C) # 0, whence (Z/P) fl 
Z(R/P) # 0. Let A be an ideal of Z(R/P), and let a be a nonzero element of 
A. J= Z(R/P)a is an ideal of Z(R/P), and (R/P)J = (R/P)a. Furthermore, 
(R/P)Jn Z(R/P) = J because a is invertible in Q,,,(R/P) (which exists 
since R/P is prime and satisfies Formanek’s condition). By the first part of 
the proof, 0 # (R/P)Jn (C/Pn C) = Jn (C/PfI C). whence 0 + J n 
(C/Pn C) c A n (C/Pn C). 
Finally, we recall the definition of an arithmetical pseudovaluation on 
D(R). A function u: ID(R) + f U (co }, where Z is a totally ordered group, is 
said to be an arithmetical pseudovaluation if it satisfies: 
(1) VI, J E D(R): u(Z * J) = u(l) + u(J); 
(2) Vl.JE D(R): v(Z + .Z) 2 min(v(Z). o(J)), where Z+J= 
fl Ri(z + J); 
(3) VI. J E D(R): if I c J, then c(Z) > v(J); and 
(4) L>(R) = 0, and a(O) = 00. 
For more information on pseudovaluations, the reader is referred to [ 9, 10 1. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF R-KRULL RINGS 
In this section we aim to prove the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1. R is a central LSKrull ring if and only if: 
(1) R is a symmetric maximal order in Q,,,(R); 
(2) R satisfies the ascending chain condition on dicisorial ideals 
contained in R; and 
(3) for each P E X’(R) and for any ideal I of R we have I c P if and 
only if (In C) c (P n C). 
If R is commutative, assumption (1) is equivalent to saying that R is 
completely integrally closed in its field of fractions (cf. [4] and Lemma 1.1). 
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Therefore, conditions (1) and (2) state that R is a Krull domain, in the 
commutative case. Condition (3) is necessary in order to force a closer 
relationship between the ring and its center. 
It follows from Proposition 1.3, Theorem 2.5 of [5]. and the fact that the 
oi are central, that these conditions are necessary. We will prove the 
converse implication by a series of lemmas. 
First, we aim to establish that the set of divisorial ideals, D(R). is a 
commutative group. To this end, we use the group of Artin. The construction 
we give runs along the lines of Maury and Raynaud [6]. Denote by F(R) the 
set of all nonzero fractional R-ideals. Clearly, if A and B are in F(R), so is 
A . B. IF(R), with this multiplication and ordered by inclusion, satisfies the 
following properties: 
(1) IF(R) is an associative semigroup with identity element R; 
(2) F(R) is a lattice; A + B = sup(A, B), and A f? B = inf(A, B); 
(3) if A, B, C E F(R). then A <B implies AC < BC, and A(B + C) = 
AB+AC. (B+C)A=BA+CA; 
(4) if {A ~ : a E I} is a nonzero family of elements of IF(R) such that 
x A, E IF(R), then for any C E F(R), sup{CA, : u E I} and sup(A, C: a E I} 
exist in F(R), and sup(CA, : aEZ~=~CA,=C(~A,)=Csup(A,: 
a E I). Also, sup(A, C: a E I) = sup(A, : a E I)C; 
(5) for every A E F(R). (R: A) E F(R) (note that (R: /A) = (R: ,A) = 
(R: A) by Lemma 1.2): 
(a) A(R: A),4 <A; 
(b) VXE F(R): AXA <A implies X< (R: A): 
(6) R’<R; moreover if R<S. S’<S and SEF(R). then S=R 
because R is a symmetric maximal order. 
Now, we define an equivalence relation on IF(R) by saying that A - B iff 
(R: (R: A)) = (R: (R: B)). The set of equivalence classes is isomorphic to the 
set of divisorial ideals D(R), i.e., those fractional ideals I such that I = 
(R: (R: I)). which becomes an associative semigroup by defining A * B = 
(R: (R: AB)) if A, B E E(R). Proposition 1.4 of [6) yields that D(R) is a 
commutative group. 
Now, we reverse the ordering on E(R), i.e., A <B iff A I B. It is readily 
verified that each finite nonempty subset of D(R) has a supremum (resp. 
infimum), A, n ... n A, (resp. (R: (R: (A, + ... + A,,)))). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. D(R) z L’ ” for a certain index set A. and this 
isomorphism is order-preserving. 
Proof: We already know that D(R) is a commutative, ordered group 
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such that any two elements have a supremum and an infimum. Moreover, 
condition (2) of Theorem 2.1 states that any nonempty subset of positive 
elements of E(R) (i.e., divisorial ideals contained in R) has a minimal 
element. A well-known theorem on commutative ordered groups satisfying 
these properties (.cf. [ I]) yields that r;(R) 2 I”’ ” for some index set /1. and 
the isomorphism is order preserving. 
Of course, the order relation on II’.” is defined by (a., ).,c, < (J,).,E , iff 
LL.{ <p., for all ,I E/i. Let v/: C(R)+ I”’ be an order preserving 
isomorphism. Put e, = (S,.,).,.,, , and let Pi = IJI ‘(e;). Thus. any element A of 
1111 (R) can be written as A = P’;’ * .. . :ic Pi” (n, E Z). 
LEMhlA 2.3. Pi is a prime ideal of R. 
ProoJ Let s, ~3 E R such that .KRJ c Pi. It is straightforward to check __ __ 
that RxR * RyR =sgR c Pi where A= (R: (R: A)). Further. v(RsR) = 
Cm and_ w(R.vR) = s mjej where ni, mj > 0. In particular. 
ty(RxR) + t,u(RyR) = xw mj)ej > y(P;) = e;. Therefore, !zi > 1 or mi >, 1 
yielding that either x E RxR c Pi or 4’ E RJ~R c Pi. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal of R, then P contains Pi for 
some iE A. 
Prooj Rc c P for some nonzero c E C. Since Rc E U)(R). we may write 
p=,Rc=p:‘:b . . . z+zp;“~p;l . . . P;lk, and all 11; > 0. Therefore PI Pi for 
some i. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. K’!(R) is generated by the prime ideals of height ooze 
ofR. 
Proof. Suppose P is a height one prime. By the previous lemma, P = Pi 
for some i. Conversely, let P be a prime generator of Cl(R). If P is not a 
height one prime, 0 # Q $ P for some prime ideal Q of R. Again. by the 
previous lemma, Pi $+ P for some i E /i. Therefore v(P) Y$ ty(P,) = e,. a 
contradiction because y(P) > 0. 
Let us define for all i 
ui: Cl(R)+T:A=P;‘* . . . * P;ht+n,. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. ui is an arithmetical pseudoraluation on E!(R). 
Proof. It is easy to check that A = P’,‘l * ... * Pf” = (R: (R: Py’ ... Py”)). 
Because D(R) is a commutative group, it’s trivial to see that for all 
I. J E D(R) ui(Z * J) = r,(l) + pi(J). Now, .let Z c J. and let w(J) = x miei, 
‘A0 = x njej. Since v(J) < w(I), we have that L’#) < tli(Z). 
Next, we have to establish that [li(Z + J) > min(tr,(Z), pi(J)). Suppose first 
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that both I and J are contained in R. Then I= (R: (R: P’,” ... Pf”)) c 
(R: (R: P;‘) because all tti > 0. Similarly. J= (R: (R: Py’ ... P;‘“)) c 
(R: (R: Pyi)). whence (1 +J) c (R: (Ra) + (R: (R: P~J)) = (R: (R: P)j)), 
where ki = min(n,. mi). yielding that L~;(Z + J) > min(rl,(1). c,(J)). If I & R or 
J 0 R, there exists an element c E C such that cl c R and cJc R. Hence 
p;((cR)I + (cR)J) > min(L>J(cR))I), zl,((cR)J)) = min(LT;(cR) + ~~(1). r,(cR) + 
r’,(J)). Therefore L!;(cR) + ~~(1 + J) 3 L’~(cR) + min(r-J1), zli(J)) completing 
the proof. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 11 be an arithmetical pseudovaluation on K(R), and let 
{ILke an arbitraql set of divisorial ideals such that z Ii E F(R ), then 
~‘(1 Ii) = inf( Ll(Z,i)}. 
Proqf: One inequality is obvious. since LY(~ Zi) < I.(,;) for every j. The 
converse implication is proved in a way similar to the proof of 
Proposition 2.6. 
COROLLARY 2.8. if ~1 is an arithmetical pseudoualuation on k)(R). and ij 
I E in (R). then c(l) = inf(r( RxR) 1 s E 11. 
Now. let us consider again the arithmetical pseudovaluation vi : F’(R) --t -Y: 
A = p;l ;/: . . . :!: Pii b ni, and suppose i = 1 for the sake of simplicity. 
Denote Q, = (.Y E Q,,.,(R) / r,(RsR) > 01. and R, = {x E Q,?,,,(R) 1 xQ, c Q, 
and Q,s c Q, 1. It is straightforward to check that Q, n R = P,. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. R, = 1.~ E Q,,,,,(R) I L*,(R.YR) 3 0) = 
1s E QSv,,( R) 1 xl c R. and Ix c R for some ideal I of R not contabled in P, }. 
Proof: (1 1 Suppose s E Q,!,,,(R), r,(RxR) > 0. and 1-E Q,. i.e.. 
L’,(RJ-R) > 0. We immediately have that%R c R.rwR c RxR 1: RJ~R. 
hence R.q,R c RsR 4: RJR. This yields L’,(R.~~R) > u,(RxR) + L’,(RJR) > 0. 
Therefore .X-Q, c Q, . Similarly Q,s c Q,. Conversely, suppose .Y E R,. In 
particular xP, c Q,. Corollary 2.8 yields that there is an element 11 E P, such 
that L~,(RJ,R) = 1. Hence RxRyR cQ,. We claim that c,(w) > 0. If 
RxRyR c R. we may write R.yRyR = Rxr, JAR + ‘. . + Rsr,,~~R (because the 
divisorial ideals satisfy the ascending chain condition). If RxR>,R ~5 R. then 
it may be multiplied by a central element such that the image is in R: then 
the argument used before may be repeated. Since xrj~’ E Q, for all j. 
Lemma 2.7 yields that LT,(R~RJR) > 0. Therefore r,(RxRJvR) = c,(RxR) + 
[‘,(RyR) > I. and L~,(RJ-R) = 1. Hence zl,(RsR) > 0. 
(2) Let x E R,. i.e.. v,(RxR) > 0. Write RxR = PT’ I: ... -?: Pzh and 
n, >, 0. Multiply this equality by those P:‘j with n, < 0. Then I * RxR = 
p;’ :,: . . . where /E U?(R). and on the right hand side of this equality, all n, 
are positive. Hence I *: RxR c R. Now 1 is the product (in il.(R)) of positive 
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powers of Pi, and i # 1. Hence I&P,. Conversely, suppose Ix c R and 
I&P,. TakeyEI\P,. ThenJrRxcRcR,. Similarly, as in the first part of 
the proof, we have u,(RyRxR)=v,(RyR)+c,(RxR)>O. But c,(RyR)=O, 
since yE R\P,. Therefore u,(RxR)>O, and xE R,. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. R , is a quasi-local n-ring MYth unique maximal ideal 
Q,. 
Proof. Using condition (3) of Theorem 2.1, we may write R, = 
{x E Q,,,(R) I x1 c R, and Ix c R for an ideal I of R such that 
(InC)&(PnC)}=(c-‘r=rc-‘IcEC\p,. rER}, where p,=P,nC. 
Hence it’s clear that Q, = R, P, = P, R,, and that R, is a quasi-local ring. 
Suppose I is an ideal of R,, and f#R,. Then IcQ,. Put Q{= 
(x E Q,,,(R) 1 L~,(R.uR) > -l}. Because c,(P,) = 1 we have c,(R: P,) = -1. 
Hence (R: P,) c Q{. Using Corollary 2.8, we obtain that Q; contains an 
element of valuation - 1. We clearly have Q, Qi c R , , and Qi Q, c R , . Since 
Ic Q,, we have IQ; c Q, Qi c R,. Therefore IQ{ = R,. or IQ; c Q,. In the 
second case. IQ;’ c R,. Suppose IQ{’ c R, for all n E N. Take s E I, then 
c,(RxR) = m E N. Choose II > m. Arguing in a way similar to the argument 
used in Proposition 2.9, we find an element in lQin which has negative 
valuation m - n, a contradiction. Therefore IQ;” = R, for some 11 E IN. 
Similarly Q;“I= R, for some m E N. Hence Q;“’ = QI”. Since Q; contains 
an element of valuation -1. the latter only happens if m = II. It is easily 
verified that I= Q; (since here Q, Qi = QiQ, = R,). So, finally. R, is a 
quasi-local a-ring. 
We are now able to finish the proof of Theorem 2. I. For all i E A Ri = 
Q:,(R) = Q:,(R) where Y’(oi) = 2 ‘(R\Pi) (Proposition 2.9), and Ri is a 
quasi-local R-ring (Proposition 2. IO). Moreover R = n&, for suppose 
xE (-) Ri, then L~,(RxR) > 0 for all i. Hence .Y E RxR c R because 
U,I(R) g Z’.“. If I E I(“(R\P,), we already have established that RiI = 
fRi = Ri (Proposition 2.10). Finally, take r E R: RrR = P;’ * ... %: Pz”, and 
all ni > 0. An easy computation learns that ni > 0 iff r E RrR c Pi. Because 
there are only finitely many n, > 0, it follows that (r) E Y ‘(ui) for almost all 
i. This proves that R is GKrull, and condition (3) yields that R is central R- 
Krull. 
Remark. It is still an open question whether or not condition (3) of 
Theorem 2.1 can be weakened or even dropped. 
The following generalizations of commutative properties may be derived 
as applications of Theorem 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a ring satisjjing the follo\cing conditions: 
CENTRALR-KMILLRINGS 
( 1) R = ni Ri where all Ri are quasi-local R-rings contained 
Q,,,(R) such that IRi = RiI for all ideals I of R: 
(2) for any ideal I of R and any P E X’(R). I c P iff (In C 
(Pn C); and 
(3) for all r E R, Ri(r) = Ri for almost all i. 




Proof: First, it is easy to check that C = fl Ci where C = Z(R) and Ci = 
Z(Ri). To prove that R is a central DKrull ring, we check conditions (1) to 
(3 ) of Theorem 2.1. The fact that R is a symmetric maximal order in 
Q,,,(R) is proved as in Proposition 1.3 (use the fact that ideals of Ri are 
invertible for all i, cf. Proposition 2.1 of [ 5 I). It remains to verify whether the 
ascending chain condition on divisorial ideals holds. This is proved in the 
same way as in the commutative case (cf. 14. Chap. 1. Theorem 3.6 1). 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Under the conditions of the preceding proposition, ,ve 
hare that for all PE X’(R) there exists an index i such that QK,JR) = 
Qop(R) = Ri, rvhere p = Pn C. 
Proof: Because R = 0 Ri, we have that C = n Ci. Since R is R-Krull. C 
is a Krull domain IS]. For all p E X’(C), there is an index i such that 
Q,,,(C) = Ci [ 2. 81. There is exactly one P E X’(R) lying over p. because R 
is central R-Krull. Therefore R = QR ,,,(R) = Q,.,,,(R) = RC, c R;. R is a 
quasi-local R-ring, since R is an R-Kruil ring. Let P (resp. PI) be the unique 
maximal ideal of l? (resp. R;). First we prove that PI c i? Suppose .Y E Rj - - - - 
and .Y @ E Then RxR & p, hence Rc RxR, and this entails Ri = RiRRi c -- 
RiRsRRi = RixRi c Ri and s 6Z Pl. Therefore P,! c E We claim that P,! n R 
is a prime ideal of R. Indeed. take s, J’ E R. and suppose that xR~9 c P( rl R. 
Then Ri.uR~‘=RxRiycPl (note that IR;= RiI if I is an ideal of R). So. 
sEP( or yEPi. Hence .uEPinR or yE_PlnR. Since (P;nR)c 
(Pn R). and prime ideals of R contained in Pn R = P extend to prime -- 
ideals of E. we mayderive from O#R (P!r‘lR)cP=R(PnR) that P= 
R(P,f n R). Therefore PC RPI c Ri Pi = PI. and we conclude that P= Pi. 
Since f? and Ri are quasi-local Q-rings, they both are symmetric maximal 
orders in Q,,,(R). Finally, using Lemma 1.1. we obtain R= (p: p) = 
(Pi : Pi) = Ri. 
3. POLYNOMIAL EXTENSIONS 
In [ 5 1 we gave a sufftcient condition on an R-Krull ring R for R [ TI to be 
R-Krull. namely for all PE X’(R), we have Z(R/P) = C/(Pn C). This 
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condition is not necessary. as the following example due to Professor D. S. 
Passman and Professor P. F. Smith shows. 
E?(AMPLE. Let IF, resp. 11:. be the field of real, resp. complex. numbers. 
And let - be the extension of the complex conjugation to the formal power 
series 811 1 r] 1. Consider the following subset of the two-by-two matrices over 
‘: 11111: 
Clearly A is a ring for the usual addition and multiplication, and A is closed 
under taking the adjoint. Now consider the following ring homomorphism I,V: 
A -+ SC which maps (r$ a ) to u(O), where u(O) is the constant term of (;1. So 
kernel IJI=P= {($ :)io, /I~:L[lr(l} IS a maximal ideal of A and every 
element outside P is invertible. Indeed. a = ($ g j E A \P iff o(0) # 0: so if 
aEA\P, thendeta~R[[t]l\tlP[IIIl. Thereforea-‘=(deta)-‘. adjaEA. 
Because P’ c fA, one immediately obtains n, P” = 0. To justify the 
following, we embed A in the ring of two-by-two matrices over the quotient 
field of !C[ It] 1. Let CV= t-~‘P. We claim that It’= P-l, in the sense that 
PM’= WP=A. Indeed, since (t “‘,1’)(: :,)=(i[ i), and since (y :)EP, 
we obtain A c II/P = PCV = t- ‘P* c .4; so the claim follows. Therefore. one 
proves as in the proof of Corollary 5.2 in 151 that A is a quasi-local a-ring. 
Note that A satisfies Formanek’s condition because (6” j3) E P for all 
II E RJ,. 
Now one easily checks that Z(4) is the set of diagonal matrices with 
entries in Ir:[ [tl I. Moreover, A/P z pi’, and Z(A)/Z(A) n P z F. So we can 
consider Z(A/P) as a finite Galois extension of Z(A )/Z(A) n P. By making a 
slight adaption of the proof of Lemma 5.1 in 15 1. one proves. as in 15 I. that 
A I TJ is an R-Krull ring. 
In this section we aim to give necessary and sufficient conditions on a 
central an-Krull ring R. in order to have that a polynomial extension R (TI is 
a central I&Krull ring. 
LEMMA 3.1. If R is a symmetric maxitnal order in Q,,,(R). A E [L,(R), 
andZEIF(R),thetz (A:,/)=(R:I)*A=A*(R:I)=(A:,I). 
ProoJ By symmetry it suffices to prove that (A: ,I) = A * (R: I) = 
R: (R: A(R: I)). Since (A: ,I) = (R: A’): ,I= (R: $A’) = (R: ,.[A’) where 
A’ = (R: A), we obtain that (A: /Z) is divisorial. Now suppose x E (R: I) and 
J* E 4. Then JXZ c yR c A. So A(R: I) c (A: ,Z). Since (A: ,I) is divisorial. 
we have A * (R: I) c (A: ,I). Conversely, let s E (A: ,I). Then xl c A, and 
.uf(R:A)cA(R:A)cR. So xE(R:Z(R:A)). Let a=(R:(R:Z)). and 
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[I= (R:A), then (A:,f)c(R:I(R:A))=(R:c@)=R:(R:(R:c@))= 
(R:(u :i: p)) = (a * j3-l =p-’ * CC’ = A * (R: I). The result follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If R is a s~wmerric maxitnal order, then R 1 TI is a 
.s!wtnetric tnaxitnal order. 
Proqf: In view of Lemma 1.1, it is sufficient to prove that (I: ,I) = 
(I: ,.I) = R [ TI for any nonzero ideal I of R [ T]. Suppose that 4 E Q,).,,(R [ T]) 
is such that qlc I. Clearly. IQ,!,,(R) is a twosided ideal of Q,,,(R)IT]; 
therefore it is principal and generated by a central element (cf. 13. 
Proposition 5.1.31). say IQ,,.,,(R) = Q,,,(R)[T]g. So g is invertible in 
Q,,,,,(R[ Tl). It follows from ql c I that qg E Q,,,(R)[T]g. and 
4E Q,,.,,(R)lTl. Put q=q,,T” + ... + qO with 4; E Q,,,,,(R). Let C(I) denote 
the set of all leading coefficients of elements of I iogether with the zero 
element. It is straightforward to check that C(Z) is an ideal of R such that 
q,, E (C(f): ,C(L)) = R. Hence q’ = qp ~, T” ’ + . . . + qO E (I: ,I). and 
repeating the above argument yields qpm, E R. etc. Thus 9 E R[ TI. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If R is a symmetric maximal order satisfying the 
ascending chair1 conditiotl ot1 dicisorial ideals contained in R, then R[ T] 
satisfies the ascetlditlg chain cotldition on divisorial ideals contained in R [T]. 
ProoJ: Let (I,: tz E rbJ } be an ascending chain of divisorial ideals 
contained in R[TI. Then (Q,,.,,(R)1 n : n E N } is an ascending chain of ideals 
of Q,,,WTl. S’ mce Q,,.,(R)[ T] has ACC on two sided ideals, there is a 
natural number n’ E N such that Q,,,,(R)Z, = Q,,,(R)Z,, for all m > n’. 
Denote I, = (R: (R: I)) for any ideal I-of R. The chain C(I,),, n E II\], where 
C(/,,) is the set of all leading coefficients of elements of I, together with the 
zero element. is an ascending chain of divisorial ideals in R. Therefore, there 
is a natural number n” such that C(I,n), = C(I,,,.), for all ?n > n”. Let 
tl = sup(n’. 11”) and let k > n. Let JE Q,,,(R[ T]) be such that fZ,, c I,. 
Then fl,,Q,,,,,(R) = IkQss.,(R) = I,,Q,,,(R). Since any ideal of Q,s,,(R)lTl 
is principal, Z,,Q,,,(R) = Q,,,(R)[T]g. Thus fg E Q,>,(R)[TJg. Now g 
is a unit in Q,sm(RlTl)3 thus f E Q,,,(R)[T]. say f = fpTp + 
f,m, T”- ’ + ... + f,. Let a be any element of C(Z,,), i.e., there exists an 
element hE I,, such that h=aX” +a,,+,F-’ + ... +a,. Then fh = 
f, ax” + o + h’ where h’ is an element of degree less than m + p. But fZ,, c I, 
implies that f,C(Z,) c C(Z,), and thus also f,C(Z,), c C(Z,), = C(Z,),. 
whence it follows that f, E R by Lemma 1.1. Repeating the argument, we 
obtain that f E R[ T]. Thus (I,: I,) c R[ T]. Consequently, by Lemma 3.1 
(R[ T]: I,,) :!: I, c R[ T]. The latter entails that I, c I,,, and this finishes the 
proof. 
Professor D. S. Passman pointed out the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.4. If R is a prime ring satisfying Formanek’s condition, I an 
ideal of R [ T], and a E I, then there exists a nonzero element c E Z(R) such 
that ca E R(ln Z(R)[T]). 
ProoJ Ifa=raiT’ERIT],weput suppa=(T’la,#O}. 
(1) Let a be an element of I with the property that there is no proper 
subset S’ of S = supp a such that S’ = supp p with /3 E I. Let a = ~~~0 a, T’, 
and a,, # 0. Then Ra,R n Z(R) # 0. Hence there is an element a’ = 
CyEoa,! T’E I with O#aL E Z(R), and suppa’csuppa. We have 
bar’ - a’b E I for all b E R. But supp(ba’ - a’b) E supp a’ c supp a. 
Therefore a’b = ba’ for all b E R and hence a’ E Z(R)[T]. Finally 
a;a - a,a’ E I, and supp(aAa - a,a’) s supp a. This yields that a;a = 
a,a’ E R(ln Z(R)[T]). 
(2) Now let a = Clro aiT’, a, # 0, be an arbitrary nonzero element of 
I. Suppose that for all proper subsets S’ of S = supp a and S’ = suppp for 
some /? E I. there exists an element c E Z(R) such that CD E R(ln Z(R)[ T]). 
Pick a subset S’ of S such that S’ = suppp for some /I E I and S’ is 
minimal with this property. If S’ = S then (1) yields the result. If S’ # S. 
then S’ = suppp, p = ~~~0 b,T’ E I, 6, # 0. Similarly, as in (1) we may 
assume /I E Z(R)[ T]. Then b,a - a,P E I. and supp(b,a - a,,,/3) $ supp a. 
Hence c(b,a - a,j3) E R(Zn Z(R)[ TI) for some c E Z(R). Finally. 
(cb,)a E R(If? Z(R)[ T]), and cb, E Z(R). 
Suppose R satisfies the assumptions of the foregoing lemma, then we have: 
COROLLARY 3.5. If PESpecR(T] such that PnR=O. and ifI is an 
ideal of R[T], then In (Z(R)[T])c Pn (Z(R)[TI) implies that Ic P. 
ProoJ: Let a E I. By the foregoing lemma, ca E R(ln Z(RI T])) c 
R(P n Z(R [ T])) c P for some nonzero c E Z(R). Therefore CR [ T]a c P, and 
since c GC P, we obtain a E P. 
The following observation is clear: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let R be a central 0Krull ring, and P E X’(R). The 
folloGng statements are equioalent: 
(1) WIVITI h as the intersection property (i.p.) rcith respect to 
(c/p n C,[T], 
(2) Q(Z(R/P))[T] has the i.p. Gth respect to Q(C/Pn C)[T] (where 
Q(Z(R/P)) denotes thefield offractions of Z(R/P)). and 
(3) Q(Z(R/P)) is an algebraic field extension of Q(C/Pn C). 
We are now ready to state: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let R be a central GKrull ring. Then R [ T] is a central 
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R-Km11 ring if and only iffor all P E X'(R) Q(Z(R/P)) is an algebraicfield 
extension of Q(C/P n C). 
Proof. (I) If R[T] is a central R-Krull ring, we only have to prove that 
for any P E X’(R), P[T] IS a height one prime ideal of R( T] (because of 
Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 3.6). Suppose 0 f Q c PIT/, where Q is a prime 
ideal of R[T]. We have O$QnC[T]cp[T], where p=PnCEX’(C). 
Therefore p[ T] E X’(C[ T]), b ecause C is a Krull domain. Hence 
Q n C[ 7’1 = p[ T]. Therefore Q n R # 0. and from P E X’(R) we derive that 
QnR=P. Thus PlT]=Q. 
(2) Conversely, in view of Theorem 2.1, Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. and 
Corollary 3.5, it remains to prove that for any ideal I of R[ T] and any 
P E X’(R) such that (In C[T]) c (Pn C)[T]. we have I c P[ r]. Because 
(fnc[r])c(PnC)[IJ,I~(where~=R[R[ (C[T]\(PnC)[T])-‘) 
is a proper ideal of R [ r] and is contained in some maximal ideal Asi. Then 
fin R[ r] = IV is a prime ideal of R[T] such that (Mn C[ T]) c (Pn C)[ TI. 
Now, (Pn C)[ r] E X’(C[ Y]), whence Mn C[T] = (Pn C)[ T]. This 
implies that Mn C = P n C; thus (Mn R) c P because R is central 0 
Krull. From MnR E Spec(R) and P E X’(R) it follows that Mn R = P. 
and P[T] c M. Now we claim that Mc P[T]. Suppose not, then Md PITI 
and q(M) # 0 where cp denotes the canonical map cp: R [ TI + R [ T/PI T] z 
(R/P)[ ir]. Because R is a central a-Krull ring, R/P satisfies Formanek’s 
condition, and so does (R/P)IT]. Therefore q(M) n Z(R/P)[ TI # 0. The 
assumption and Lemma 3.6 yield that &U) n (C/P n C)l TI # 0. So 
Mn C[ T] = (M + P[ T]) n C[ r] ti (Pn C)[ T], a contradiction. Thus 
hl= PITI and Ic PIT]. 
Note that we have proved the following fact: if R is a central J2-Krull ring 
and P E X’(R j. then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) (In C[ r])c (Pn C)[r] implies Ic P[TI where I is an ideal of 
R[ TI. and 
(2) Q(Z(R/P)) is algebraic over Q(C/Pn C). 
The next proposition answers an open question posed in [5 1 in the case 
that R is a central R-Krull ring. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let R be a central R-Km11 ring, and suppose that for 
all P E X'(R). Q(Z(R/P)) is algebraic over Q(C/Pn C). Then R [X, ,..., X,,] 
is a central R-Km11 ring for all n E hl. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 1 follows from 
Theorem 3.7. By induction, we may assume that R [Xl ,..., X,- , ] is a central 
GKrull ring. We need to prove that for all P E X'(R [X, ,..., X,]) and for all 
ideals I of R[X, ,..., X,] IcP iff InC(X ,,..., X,])cPnC[x ,,..., x,,]. If 
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Pn R[X, . . . . . X”-, ]=O.thenIcPb C y orollary 3.5. The same result holds 
if Pn R[X ,,.... fi ,..., X,] = 0 where ji indicates that Xi does not occur. 
Hence we may assume that P n R [X, ,.... X, _, ] # 0 ,..., P n R [X, . . . . . X,, 1 # 0. 
Therefore P= (PnR)[X ,..... X,,] = ((PnR)[X ,..... X,,-,])[X,,I and 
Pn R E X’(R). Note that (PnR)[X ,,... X,,. ,] E X’(RIX ,..... X,,-, 1) 
because R IX, ,.... X, ~, ] is a central Q-Krull ring. We still need to prove that 
Z(RIX ,..... X,,-,]/(PnR)[X ,,.... X,,~,])[X,,]-Z(R/PnR)IX ,..... X,,] has 
the i.p. with respect to (C[X, . . . . . X,,-, I/(Pn C)lX, . . . . . X,, ,I )1X,, I 2 
(C/Pn C)lX, . . . . . X,,]. But this is clearly satisfied. since Q(Z(R/Pn R)) is 
algebraic over Q(C/P n C). 
Remark. The authors do not know if the condition of Theorem 3.7 is 
always fulfilled or not. We already noted that it’s still an open question 
whether or not condition (3) of Theorem 2. I can be weakened or even 
dropped. If the last case is true, then RI T] is always a central R-Krull ring if 
R is. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let R be a prime rirlg satisJ\Yng Formanek’s conditiort. If 
A E IF(R), then (RIT]: ,A[TI)= (R: ,A)IT]. 
Proof: It is clear that (R: ,A)IT] c (R[ 7’1: ,A IT]). Conversely. let 
aE RIT]: rA[T]. We may write a = g(T)-‘f(T) E Q,,,(R[Tl). with 
f(T)ER[T] and g(T)EC[T]. AnC’fO. since AEIF(R). Choose OfcE 
.4 I7J n C. Then g(T) ‘f(T)c = h( r> E R [ r]. yielding that g(T). ‘.f( T) = 
c-‘h(T)=xjc-‘djTj with h(T)=xjdjTi. Since (~jc~‘d,T’)AcRITI. 
we have c-‘diE (R: ,A) for allj and hence uE (R: ,A)[T]. 
We end this note with the following nice observation. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Zf R[T] is a central GKrull ring, then R is also a 
cerltral l2-Krull ring. 
Proof. We check the conditions of Theorem 2.1. First. let S be a ring 
such that R c S c Q,,,(R), and cScR for some O#CE C. Then R[Tl c 
SITI = Q,,m(Wl) and cSIT]cR[T]. Hence R =S. since R[Tl is a 
symmetric maximal order. Suppose A, c . . . c .4, c . . . c R is an ascending 
chain of divisorial ideals. By the preceding lemma. A, I r] c ... c 
A,[ T] c ... c R (T] is a chain of divisorial ideals of R [ T]. Since R [ T] has 
ACC on divisorial ideals. A,, = A,, , = . . . for some tt. Finally. let 
PEX’(R), I an ideal of R and (InC)c(PnC)=p. Then (ZnC)[T]c 
PITlnC[T]. Ifwecanprove that P[T]EX’(R[T]), then IcPsinceR[T] 
is central R-Krull. Now PIT] E Spec(R[ T]), and PITI E i2(R[ T]) by 
Lemma 3.9. Hence P[ TI E X’(R [ T]). 
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